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Abstract A laboratory experiment is constructed to simulate the density7
driven circulation under an idealized Antarctic ice shelf and to investigate the8
flux of dense and fresh water in and out of the ice shelf cavity. Our results9
confirm that the ice front can act as a dynamic barrier that partially inhibits10
fluid from entering or exiting the ice shelf cavity, away from two wall-trapped11
boundary currents. This barrier results in a density jump across the ice front12
and in the creation of a zonal current which runs parallel to the ice front.13
However despite the barrier imposed by the ice front, there is still a significant14
amount of exchange of water in and out of the cavity. This exchange takes15
place through two dense and fresh gravity plumes which are constrained to16
flow along the sides of the domain by the Coriolis force. The flux through the17
gravity plumes and strength of the dynamic barrier are shown to be sensitive18
to changes in the ice shelf geometry and changes in the buoyancy fluxes which19
drive the flow.20
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1 Introduction22
The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are comprised of many separate ice23
streams, fast-flowing rivers of ice that flow downhill under gravity. Where these24
ice streams come into contact with the oceans, they either fracture and calve25
icebergs, or they form ice shelves, large floating glaciers that can be several26
kilometers thick and several hundreds of kilometers wide.27
28
The dynamics of the water within ice shelf cavities and the flux of dense29
water in and out of the ice shelf cavities, has a strong influence on the calving30
and melting rates of the ice shelves. However, the large quantity of ice above31
the cavities has made observational measurements extremely difficult and as a32
result, there exists relatively little data about the circulation within the cav-33
ities. In addition to this, the sloping and melting upper boundary above the34
cavity has a strong effect on the dynamics of the flow within the cavity and35
makes the dynamics distinct from all other ocean flows.36
37
Nevertheless, in the past 30 years a small body of observational measurements38
under the Antarctic ice shelves has begun to be created (e.g.: [39] [33] [34]39
[40] [18] [28]) and a general picture of dominant dynamical processes which40
take place within the ice shelf cavities has begun to emerge. The first one-41
dimensional models to describe ocean-ice interactions within the Antarctic ice42
shelf cavities were put forward by MacAyeal [4] [5] and Jenkins [26] and later43
extended to a 2-D model by Holland & Feltham [20] . This model can be44
summarized as follows (Figure 1). The cold Antarctic winter conditions cause45
the surface water at the ice front to freeze. The salt rejected during freezing46
mixes with the cold ambient surface water to form High Salinity Shelf Water47
(HSSW). The dense HSSW sinks to the bottom of the water column and flows48
down into the ice shelf cavity towards the grounding line.49
50
Since the freezing point of sea water decreases with depth, the temperature of51
the HSSW, which was formed at the surface, is warmer than the freezing point52
of sea water at the grounding line. When the HSSW comes into contact with53
the ice at the grounding line it causes the ice to melt, releasing cold fresh melt54
water into the ice cavity. The melt water and HSSW mix to form a plume of55
buoyant Ice Shelf Water (ISW), which rises up along the shelf base.56
57
As it rises, the ISW becomes super-cooled and begins to form frazil ice. Much58
of this frazil ice deposits itself on the underside of the ice shelf, where it is59
known as marine ice. The dynamics of the upward moving plume is further60
complicated by the fact that it is subject to the Coriolis force, and that it61
entrains ambient water as it rises. Eventually the ISW may become neutrally62
buoyant and leave the ice shelf base. Some of this ISW makes it to the ice63
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of processes beneath an idealized ice shelf.
front and becomes an important factor in processes taking place at the ice64
front [40], including the formation of Antarctic deep and bottom water. The65
entire process described in the previous three paragraphs is known as the ice66
pump.67
68
The energy budget for the ice pump involves complicated thermodynamic in-69
teractions, lattice ice energy and the non-linear equation of state of sea water70
[37] [21] [19]. However, at the most basic level, the ice pump process can be71
seen as being a buoyancy driven circulation forced by the injection of dense72
water (HSSW) at the ocean surface, and the injection of fresher water (ISW)73
at depth, which effectively injects potential energy into the system. By ne-74
glecting the temperature variations and thermodynamics, as we shall in our75
study, one can focus on how these buoyancy sources, the structure of the bot-76
tom topography and the structure of the ice shelf determine the flow.77
78
The dynamical effects of the ice shelf topography were studied by Determan79
and Gerdes [11] and Grosfeld et al [17]. These studies used numerical models80
to demonstrate that the ice front has a major effect on the flow, and essentially81
blocks waters from the open ocean from entering the cavity as a result of a82
potential vorticity constraint. More recent work has shown that this blocking83
effect is not as powerful as previously supposed [22] and depends on the strati-84
fication of the water arriving at the ice front [33]. Recent work has shown that85
eddies are able to intrude into the ice shelf cavity [2]. Furthermore, boundary86
currents are able to enter and exit the ice shelf cavity quite freely and are able87
to transport a large volume of water into the cavity [22].88
89
The boundary currents which run into the ice shelf cavity are examples of ro-90
tating gravity currents. Rotating gravity currents on a slope have been studied91
at length both experimentally and theoretically [6] [9] [31] [49] [29] [8]. The92
problem of rotating density currents along a solid lateral boundary has also93
been studied [15] [16] [45]. These large scale topographically steered gravity94
currents are important since they control a large proportion of the flux into95
the ice shelf cavity, and can also affect the properties of the ambient fluid in96
the ice shelf cavity via entrainment [47]. However, it is unknown how these97
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gravity currents respond to the presence of an ice shelf, which acts as an upper98
boundary.99
100
In nature, bottom and ice shelf topographies are important in steering the101
dense water into the ice shelf cavity, and fresh water out of the ice shelf cavity.102
Observations indicate that the main pathways for HSSW are through depres-103
sion in the ocean bottom and along land boundaries [41] [36]. Similarly, buoy-104
ant ice shelf water leaving the ice shelf cavity is steered by the bathymetry105
and by the ice shelf geometry [20]. The ice shelf topography also plays a role in106
directing ocean jets outside of the ice shelf cavity which run along the ice front107
[43] [12]. The role that these topographically steered jets play in the exchange108
of water into and out of the cavity is still unknown. In real-world ice shelves,109
easterly winds at the ice front are involved in driving the jet, which further110
complicates the dynamics.111
112
In this study, a laboratory experiment is created to simulate the density driven113
currents involved in the ice pump. The first aim of the experiment was to ob-114
serve how water passes into and out of the ice shelf cavity and estimate the115
flux of dense water which moves into the cavity as a gravity plume along the116
lateral boundary. Secondly, the experiment aimed to determine how the flux117
of dense water into the cavity, the flux of fresh water out of the cavity, the118
circulation inside the cavity, and the structure of the gravity plumes moving119
into and out of the cavity, are affected by varying the buoyancy fluxes injected120
into the system, and varying the geometry of the ice shelf cavity.121
122
In the experiment described below, the flow was visualized using Particle Im-123
age Velocimetry (PIV) [1] and Laser Induced Florescence (LIF) [25] . Recent124
advancements in flow visualization in laboratory experiments has meant that125
laboratory experiments can be used for quantitative rather than qualitative126
geophysical applications. However, in recent years the use of laboratory ex-127
periments to study ocean-ice interaction has not been popular. One of the128
purposes of this study is to present observations and lessons from a first effort129
obtaining quantitative data to help understand sub-ice shelf circulation.130
131
Section 2 explains the experimental setup, measurement methods and cal-132
ibration process. The results of the experiments are outlined in Section 3.133
Section 4 contains a brief discussion of the results. Section 5 contains a some134
concluding remarks.135
136
2 Experimental setup and data collection137
The experiment described below was performed on a rotating platform in the138
Coriolis laboratory, in Grenoble, France. In this section we explain the exper-139
imental setup, the different types of experimental runs, and comment on the140
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data collected.141
142
2.1 Experimental Setup143
The experimental setup was motivated by the descriptions of the ‘ice pump’144
described in the introduction [4] [26] [20]. Figure 2, which shows our experi-145
mental setup, can be compared to Fig. 1 which is a schematic of the process146
we were trying to mimic. The upper panel in Fig. 2 shows a side view of our147
experimental domain. The plan view of the experiment is shown in the lower148
panel of Fig. 2. The base of the experimental domain consisted of the cavity149
continental slope with a slope of 0.1 and a level continental shelf. These are150
shown from left to right in the upper panel in Fig. 2. An ice shelf was created151
using Plexiglas and was positioned above the sloping bottom as shown in Fig.152
2. Between the ice shelf and slope there was a region which we refer to as the153
ice shelf cavity.154
155
The entire domain shown in Fig. 2 was placed inside the large 13m rotating156
platform which rotated counter-clockwise with a period of 60 seconds. The157
Grenoble turntable was only able to turn in the counter-clockwise direction,158
so the experiment simulated a northern hemisphere ice shelf (i.e. f > 0). Since159
the experiment was meant to model the Antarctic ice shelves, we will refer to160
the left most side of Fig. 2 as the southern most point (we are free to make161
this choice as we have constant rotation everywhere in the domain). The other162
directions are named accordingly. The x, y and z axes are defined using the163
standard direction convention: the positive direction on the y-axis is north,164
the positive direction on the x-axis is east, and the positive direction on the165
z-axis is up.166
167
At the southern end of the ice shelf cavity, we constructed a barrier, which168
we refer to as the continent. The point where the ice shelf base meets the169
continent is referred to as the grounding line. The height of the grounding170
line is denoted hg. At the northern end of the experimental setup, there was171
a barrier to keep the fluid inside the experimental domain. The domain was172
400cm from north to south, 200cm from east to west and 56cm from top to173
bottom.174
175
Two water masses were used in the experiment: Fresh water with density176
of 1000
kg
m3 and dense water with a density of 1004
kg
m3 . These densities were177
chosen for the dense and fresh water since the difference between the densest178
and freshest waters found under Antarctic ice shelfs is ∼ 4 kgm3 . The dense water179
was seeded with Rhodamine dye, which was used to measure the water den-180
sity during the experiments (see section 2.4). Both water masses were seeded181
with micrometer sized particles which were used to calculate the velocity fields182
during the experiment (see section 2.4). At the beginning of the experiment,183
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Fig. 2 The experimental setup for our experiment. The upper panel shows the side view of
the experiment. The lower panel shows the plan view of the experiment. The red and blue
marks indicate the position of the fresh and dense water sources, respectively. The y-axis
indicates latitude, the x -axis indicates the zonal direction. The positive y direction points
north and the positive x -axis points east.
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the entire domain was filled with mixture of the fresh and dense water. The184
experimental results were insensitive to the ratio of this initial mixture since185
measurements were only made after the system had reached equilibrium.186
187
A fresh water line source was placed along the grounding line. When this188
source was switched on, it created a plume of buoyant fresh water which rose189
up along the ice shelf base. This plume represented the Ice Shelf Water (ISW)190
discussed in the previous section. The water injected at the fresh source was191
injected vigorously creating some mixing. The fresh water source contained192
some bubbles that we were unable to prevent during the experiment, but these193
did not materially affect our results. Just outside of the ice shelf cavity, we194
placed a dense water point source near the north-west corner of the domain.195
The dense water injected here formed a gravity current which rolled down the196
slope and into the cavity. This dense water represented the High Salinity Shelf197
Water (HSSW) discussed in the previous section. A sponge was used to limit198
the mixing and bubbles caused by injecting the dense water. A point source199
was used for the the dense water injection since the production of HSSW is200
often a localized process [36] [2]. A line source was used for the fresh water201
source since melting occurs all along the grounding line.202
203
At the north-west corner of the domain, there was an opening which we refer204
to as the spill-way. Water was allowed to drain out of the experimental domain205
through the spill-way. In this way, the total amount of water in the domain206
remained fixed.207
208
The experiment was spun-up for two hours to be in solid body rotation before209
the dense and fresh sources were turned on. After the dense and fresh sources210
were turned on, there was an unsteady period where the system adjusted to211
a new equilibrium. All measurements and analysis were performed after this212
adjustment had been completed and the system was in a statistically steady213
state. The waiting time after the dense and fresh sources were turned on, was214
approximately one hour, which is greater than the flushing time for the sys-215
tem, Tf , and the spin-up time, Ts (see Section 2.2.1). Measurements of the216
density driven circulation were observed using a camera positioned above the217
experimental domain. In the different experimental runs measurements were218
taken for between 4000 and 10000 seconds.219
220
Three tests were performed to explore the effect of ice geometry and buoyancy221
sources on the ice shelf circulation:222
– Thickness Investigation: The thickness of the ice shelf cavity was var-223
ied, while the slope of the ice shelf, and the buoyancy sources, were kept224
constant.225
– Gradient Investigation: The gradient of the ice shelf was varied while226
the buoyancy sources were kept constant.227
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Control Run Pinch Run Stretch Run 
Big Gap Run
Little Gap Run
Fresh Run Dense Run 
z
y
Fig. 3 Summary of seven different experiments runs performed. The seven experimental
runs are divided into three experiments. All three experiments used the same Control Run,
which is positioned in the center. The top row shows Thickness Investigation where the ice
shelf cavity thickness was varied. Row two shows Gradient Investigation where the slope
of the ice shelf was varied. Row three shows Buoyancy Investigation, where the control
geometry was used, but the fluxes of the dense and fresh water sources were varied.
Experiment Dense Flow Rate Fresh Flow Rate hg (cm) hs(cm)
Control Run 20.05 l/min 20.00 l/min 20.0 41.3
Fresh Run 10.04 l/min 30.00 l/min 20.0 41.3
Dense Run 30.63 l/min 10.00 l/min 20.0 41.3
Pinch Run 19.93 l/min 21.67 l/min 9.0 43.8
Stretch Run 20.30 l/min 21.67 l/min 30.0 36.3
Big Gap Run 20.00 l/min 20.00 l/min 29.7 51.0
Little Gap Run 20.00 l/min 20.00 l/min 10.0 31.3
Table 1 Parameters used in the experimental runs
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– Buoyancy Investigation: The buoyancy sources were varied, while the228
ice shelf geometry was kept constant.229
In the rest of the paper, we refer to these three investigations as the Thickness230
Investigation, Gradient Investigation and Buoyancy Investigation. The term231
experimental runs, is used throughout the rest of the paper to refer to individ-232
ual simulations which made up these three investigations. Each investigation233
consisted of three experimental runs. The number of experimental runs was234
limited by the time taken to run an experiment and the complexity of the235
experimental setup. The same Control Run was used for all three investiga-236
tiona meaning that in total, seven different experimental runs were performed.237
238
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the experimental runs performed. The three239
investigations are shown from left to right in rows one, two and three of Fig. 3,240
with the Control Run in the center. The various experimental runs are named241
in Fig. 3. These names are used throughout the discussion below. Different242
geometries were achieved by changing hg and hs. All experimental runs used243
y0 = −250cm, y1 = 169cm, ys = −38cm, hu = 25cm, and ht = 56cm. Table 1244
has a list of the experimental parameters used in the various experimental runs.245
246
2.2 Non-dimensional numbers:247
2.2.1 Non-dimensional numbers showing dynamic similarity:248
The large Coriolis facility was used rather than a smaller rotating platform as249
the large experimental domain meant that we were able to better resolve the250
boundary currents in the experiment. The largeness of experimental domain251
also allowed us to achieve non-dimensional numbers which were more similar252
to the real world.253
254
The Rossby number of our system was R0 =
U
fL =
10−2
0.2∗1 =
1
20 . Here we255
use the fact that f = 4piT =
4pi
60 ≈ 0.2. We use L=1m, which half of the256
width of the domain and U = 10−2m/s, which was a typical velocity ob-257
served in the experiments. The real-world Rossby number can be estimated258
as Rocean =
U
fL ≈ 10
−1
10−4∗105 = 10
−2 where the estimate of U comes from [39].259
The smallness of the Rossby number in both cases mean that the system was260
likely to be close to geostrophic balance.261
262
Since we were using a large tank, we were able to achieve a small aspect263
ratio α0 =
H
L ≈ 0.5m4m ≈ 10−1. The length of the tank was 4m. The aspect264
ratio of the real-world ice cavities is αocean ≈ 103m105m = 10−2. While our aspect265
ratio is an order of magnitude larger than that of the ocean, the both systems266
are strongly influenced by the smallness of their aspect ratio.267
268
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The frictional Ekman layer thickness scales like δ =
√
ν
f . Using the viscosity269
of water ν ≈ 10−6m2s−1, we estimate a molecular Ekman layer thickness of270
δmol =
√
ν
f ≈
√
10−6
1
5
= 2.2 × 10−3m = 2.2mm. This provides a lower bound271
of the Ekman layer thickness. To get an upper bound on the Ekman layer272
thickness, we use a typical Eddy viscosity found in the ocean, ν = 10−2. This273
gives us δtur =
√
ν
f ≈
√
10−2
1
5
= 22cm. However, since our system was likely to274
be much less turbulent than the ocean, it is probable that the eddy viscosity275
will be an order of magnitude or more smaller, resulting in an Ekman layer276
thickness, δ, between 1cm and 10cm, although this is hard to predict a-priori.277
In the experimental results shown below, the Ekman boundary layer can not278
be seen. This is especially apparent in the dense and fresh plumes where the279
fastest speeds are close to the lower and upper boundaries, respectively. This280
implies that the Ekman layer thickness is likely to be smaller than 2cm, the281
resolution of the velocity measurements.282
283
The Reynolds number in the experiment is Re = ULν =
10−2∗1
10−6 = 10
4. Since284
the transition to turbulence typically occurs for 2300 < Re < 4000 (in a285
pipe flow) [23], the fluid in our experiment was likely to have been turbu-286
lent. While the Reynolds number is smaller than typical Reynolds numbers287
found in the ocean, it is comparable to Reynolds numbers used in numeri-288
cal models. The Froude number for the gravity plumes in the experiment is289
F = U√
g′H
= 10
−2√
10−2∗10−1 ∼ 0.3, which is slightly subcritical.290
291
The spin-up time for a rotating tank is T =
√
L2
ν Ω [14]. In our experiment the292
spin-up time is estimated as T =
√
L2
ν Ω =
√
1m2
10−6m2s−1 2pi60
∼ 10 72 s ∼ 3000s.293
The experiments were allowed to spin up for two hours to reach solid body294
rotation before the flow was turned on. The experimental domain contained295
∼ 2m3 of water. The combined flux of the dense and fresh water sources were296
40 liters per minutes (∼ 0.66 × 10−3 m3s ). This meant that the flushing time297
for the system was Tf ∼ 3000s.298
299
300
2.2.2 Non-dimensional parameters varied in experiments:301
The changes in geometry and buoyancy used in the three investigations can302
be described by three non-dimensional numbers: Gt, Gs and Gb. These are303
described below:.304
305
We define Gt as the the ratio of the thickness of the water column inside306
and outside the ice shelf cavity at the ice front. Since the height of the ocean307
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floor at the ice front is hu − |ys|s, we define308
Gt =
hs − (hu − |ys|s)
ht − (hu − |ys|s) (1)
Here s is the slope of the ocean bottom. Gt gives a measure of the change of309
water column thickness which occurs as a column of fluid moves across the ice310
front.311
312
Gs is defined to be the average meridional gradient of the ice cavity thick-313
ness. In our setup, Gs is given by314
Gs =
(hg − 0)− (hs − (hu − |ys|s))
|y0 − ys| (2)
Gs gives a measure of how the cavity water column thickness changes as a315
column of fluid moves from the grounding line to the ice front.316
317
Gb is defined as the ratio of the mass flux anomaly caused by injecting dense318
and fresh water injected into the system.319
Gb =
∆Md
∆Md
(3)
If the ambient water in the system has a density of ρa, the dense water has320
a density of ρd, and the fresh water has a density of ρf , then the mass flux321
anomalies are give by322
∆Md = (ρd − ρa)Qd (4)
323
∆Mf = (ρa − ρf )Qf (5)
324
Here Qd and Qf are the fluxes of water injected at the dense and fresh source,325
respectively. The density of the dense and fresh waters injected into the system326
were, ρd = 1004
kg
m3 and ρd = 1000
kg
m3 . We set ρa =
(ρd+ρf )
2 = 1002
kg
m3 .327
328
In the Control Run we used Gt = 0.58, Gs = 0.00 and Gb = 1.0. Values were329
picked in order to make the control run analogous to the Ross Ice Shelf. The330
average ice draft of Ross Ice Shelf at the ice front is ∼ 300m, while the conti-331
nental shelf depth is ∼ 700m below sea level [10]. This gives Gt ∼ 400m700m ∼ 0.57.332
At 180◦W, the Ross Ice Shelf cavity thickness changes by 300m over a distance333
of 300km between 79◦S and 82◦S [10]. This implies Gs ∼ 11000 .334
335
To calculate Gb we use the freshwater flux in the Ross Sea caused by sea ice336
production, evaporation, precipitation and the basal melt beneath the Ross Ice337
Shelf. Assmann et al (2003) estimated the total flux of fresh water from basal338
melt beneath the Ross Ice Shelf to be 5.3mSv [3]. The total fresh water flux on339
the Ross Sea continental shelf (excluding the contribution of melt water from340
under the ice shelf) was estimated to be −26.6mSv. Here 1mSv= 103m3s−1.341
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Taking the ratio, this gives Gb ∼ 5. However, a large portion of the dense342
water created in the Ross Sea is exported off the continental shelf and does343
not influence the dynamics under the ice shelf [42] [13]. Because of this uncer-344
tainty in the total amount of fresh water extraction which affects the ice shelf345
dynamics, we note that Gb ∼ O(1), and used Gb = 1 in our Control Run. The346
Dense Run and Fresh Run are used to examine the effect of changes in Gb on347
the circulation beneath the ice shelf.348
349
The values of Gt, Gs and Gb used in the three different investigations are350
shown in Table 2. Values of Gt, Gs and Gb were varied in order to examine351
the sensitivity of the circulation to changes in these parameters. These ex-352
periments are motivated by the fact that paleoclimate records show that the353
geometry and basal melt of the Ross Ice Shelf has changed significantly in the354
past [7]. We are interested in how the circulation beneath the Ross Ice Shelf355
might have responded to such changes. Furthermore, these experiments are356
also of interest in comparing different ice shelves around Antarctica, which357
have differing geometries and buoyancy fluxes. The Ronne-Filchner Ice Shelf,358
for example, has a large ice draft at the ice front and therefore has a smaller359
value for Gt, while the ice front draft of the McMurdo Ice Shelf is only 20m,360
and hence Gt ∼ 1 [46]. Pine Island Glacier has a large value for Gs since it361
has an ice shelf which is many time steeper than the Ross Ice Shelf, result-362
ing in a large change of cavity thickness over a shorter distance. Gs can also363
be negative locally when there is steep bottom topography. The large flux of364
ISW associated with rapidly melting ice shelve likely results in a small value of365
Gb. Changing values of Gb could be relevant to future climate change scenarios.366
367
368
2.3 Data collected during the experiments369
A camera was placed above the experimental domain, and a laser was placed370
south-west of the domain (see Fig. 2). The walls of the domain were con-371
structed using plexiglas to allow the laser light to pass through. The laser372
created a horizontal plane of light, which allowed the camera to take pictures373
of the fluid illuminated by the laser. A mirror was placed on a carriage which374
could move up and down, and direct the laser light to different levels so that we375
were able to get images in 23 different horizontal planes. The camera position376
remained fixed 5m above the experimental domain, rotating with the table.377
The camera was sufficiently far from the domain that the camera focus was378
not significantly affected by moving the laser sheet. At each level, 3 images379
were taken at a frequency of 3Hz. The images at different heights were taken380
3 seconds apart. This meant that the images at every horizontal plane had a381
time separation of 69 seconds. The size of the region in the view of the camera382
was 226cm in the north-south direction and 200cm in the east-west direction.383
The entire width of the domain (including the plumes on both sides of the384
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Thickness Investigation
Experimental Run Gt Gs Gb
Little Gap Run 0.29 0.00 1.0
Control Run 0.58 0.00 1.0
Big Gap Run 0.86 0.00 1.0
Gradient Investigation
Experimental Run Gt Gs Gb
Pinch Run 0.65 -0.06 0.9
Control Run 0.58 0.00 1.0
Stretch Run 0.43 0.07 0.9
Buoyancy Investigation
Experimental Run Gt Gs Gb
Fresh Run 0.58 0.00 0.3
Control Run 0.58 0.00 1.0
Dense Run 0.58 0.00 3.1
Table 2 Non-dimensional parameters used in the experimental runs. The experimental
runs have been grouped into three groups corresponding to the Thickness Investigation, the
Gradient Investigation and the Buoyancy Investigation. The same control run was used for
all three investigations.
domain) was in the sight of the camera, while just over half of the length of385
the domain (from north to south) was captured by the cameras. The fresh and386
dense sources were not in the field of view.387
388
The fluid in the experiment was seeded with micrometer sized particles and389
the dense water injected at the dense source was mixed with a known concen-390
tration of Rhodamine dye. The Rhodamine dye and the seeded particles were391
illuminated by the laser and showed up in the images captured by the cam-392
era. These images were used to perform Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV),393
which involves finding the peak correlations between consecutive images in394
order to calculate horizontal velocity fields. Three images were used to cal-395
culate each velocity field. This was done by finding the peak correlation of396
each image with the other two, and averaging the three velocity fields. This397
technique helped us improve the quality of the velocity fields calculated. Mul-398
tiple rounds of correlation were performed with velocity estimates from the399
previous round of correlations being used to refine the search parameters for400
subsequent correlation searches. The camera images were also used for Laser401
Induced Florescence (LIF), which involves using the intensity of the fluoresced402
light to find the concentration of Rhodamine dye in a fluid parcel, from which403
one can find the density of the fluid. The laser being placed on the south-west404
of the domain meant that the quality of the data on the side closest to the405
laser was better than the data on the far side. This meant that the quality of406
data in the dense plume was higher than the data quality in the buoyant plume.407
408
A complex calibration process was used to convert the photographs taken dur-409
ing the experiments into velocity fields and concentration fields. Complications410
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were caused by the fact that we had to mask out the ice shelf and solid geome-411
tries during the PIV correlation procedure. The program UVMAT was used to412
do the correlations for the PIV (further information about UVMAT software413
can be found at http://coriolis.legi.grenoble-inp.fr/spip.php?rubrique14). The414
correlation percentages indicate the quality of the velocity field at a particular415
point. These percentages confirm that the highest quality velocity data was416
on the western side of the domain, near to the laser.417
418
The procedure used for the calibration of the concentration had to account419
for the exponential decay of light as it passes through the rhodamine dye. The420
decay coefficients were calculated for each geometry separately using pictures421
taken with the entire domain filled with dense water (i.e. concentration of422
Rhodamine dye equal to 1 everywhere).423
424
2.4 Quality of data after calibration425
Figure 4 shows a typical concentration field obtained in the experiment. This426
example was taken from the Pinch Run, at z = 30.5cm. A horizontal cut is427
marked on the figure and the density at the cut is shown below. The dense428
and buoyant plumes discussed in the previous sections, can be seen along the429
left and right side of the figure, respectively. The velocity of the dense and430
buoyant plumes are shown in Box1 and Box2, where velocity is shown by the431
direction and size of the arrows, and the concentration is given by the color432
of the arrows. We define the dimensionless concentration c = ρ−10004 , which is433
the proportion of a grid box filled with Rhodamine dye. Since the Rhodamine434
dye is a proxy of density, c can be thought of as being normalized density,435
where c = 1 is the densest water in the domain (i.e. ρ = 1004kg m−3) and436
c = 0 is fresh water (i.e. ρ = 1000kg m−3).437
438
The horizontal velocity fields have a horizontal spatial resolution of 1cm and439
a vertical resolution of approximately 2cm. The domain where we have data440
consist of 199 points in the x -direction, 226 points in the y-direction and 23441
points in the z -direction (the vertical levels were not uniformly spaced). Again,442
the temporal resolution of the data is 69 seconds.443
444
The accuracy of the concentration fields, c, is between 5 and 10 percent. Since445
the density is always in the range 1000 kgm3 < ρ < 1004
kg
m3 , this is equivalent446
to having an accuracy of between 0.2 and 0.4 kg m−3 in the density field. The447
accuracy is improved by averaging over time and space. The accuracy of the448
velocity field is approximately 5 percent. The major errors in the concentra-449
tion field are caused by reflections of the laser off the ice front and the sloping450
bottom. There are also some reflections caused by bubbles, which entered the451
domain near via the fresh water source, and reflections off the PIV particles.452
453
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Fig. 4 A typical concentration field on the x -y plane taken from the Pinch Run, at
z = 30.5cm. The positive y direction points north and the positive x-axis points east. The
concentration of Rhodamine dye in a grid box gives us the density of the fluid. A horizontal
cut is marked in pink and the concentration at the cut is shown in the graph below. The
velocity of the dense and buoyant plumes are shown in Box1 and Box2, where velocity is
shown by the direction and size of the arrows, and the concentration is given by the color
of the arrows.
Figure 4 captures some of the main features of the flow which show up in454
the time-mean plots. These are discussed further in Section 3.455
456
2.5 Further comments about the experimental setup457
The experiment was performed inside a plexiglass tank with vertical walls run-458
ning along the sides of the domain. This setup was preferred to axisymmetric459
model since in the real-world most of the large ice shelves are bounded by460
land on their eastern and western sides. While land boundaries on the flanks461
of the ice shelves are not vertical in the real world, the simplified geometry462
used in this experiment captures the broad features of the larger ice shelves,463
and allows for boundary currents to run along the sides of the domain. The464
presence of a northern boundary in the experimental setup gives rise to a cy-465
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clonic circulation offshore of the ice front, which is analogous to the westward466
coastal current that pervades the continental shelf offshore of Antarctic ice467
shelves.468
469
The dense source was placed on the continental shelf close to the bottom470
of the water column. In nature the production of dense water occurs at the471
top of the water column. Having the dense source at the bottom of the wa-472
ter column meant that we could not study the convection process, however, it473
allowed us to focus on the the intrusion of dense water into the ice shelf cavity.474
475
It has been observed that the injection of dense water into a rotating sys-476
tem, has a tendency to generate a train of traveling baroclinic vortices [31]477
[9] and results in an unsteady flow. This unsteady flow was observed in our478
experiment near the dense source. It is probable that the production of HSSW479
and ISW in nature is also associated with the generation of traveling baroclinic480
vortices, and unsteady flow, but current real-world observations are too sparse481
to comment further.482
483
The laser being positioned on the western side of the domain meant that the484
quality of the velocity and concentration fields in the fresh plume was lower485
than in the dense plume (which was closer to the light source). This meant486
that the quality of data in the fresh plume was only good enough for qual-487
itative analysis. This meant that we were unable to estimate the total mass488
and volume flux into the cavity since this calculation is sensitive to error in489
the flux of water through the fresh plume. In future experiments it would be490
preferable to position the laser differently to ensure high quality data on both491
boundaries.492
493
494
3 Major features of the flow495
In this section we present the main features of the flow observed in the ex-496
periment. We begin our analysis by looking at the time mean features of the497
data. As mentioned earlier, all experimental runs were allowed a spin-up time498
to reach solid body rotation before the dense and fresh sources were turned499
on. After the sources were turned on, we again waited for the system to reach500
a statistically steady state. All time means have been taken over the times501
where a statistically steady state has been achieved.502
503
3.1 Description of results in the Control Run:504
The background colors in Fig. 5 shows the time-mean, z -mean meridional ve-505
locity for the control experiment. The arrows in Fig. 5 show the time-mean,506
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Fig. 5 The arrows show the time averaged, z -average velocity field for the Control Run.
The background colors show the time averaged, z -average meridional velocity on the x -y
plane. The positive y direction points north and the positive x-axis points east. The fresh and
dense plumes can be seen running along the west and east sides of the cavity, respectively.
The continental slope begins at y=0cm and the ice front is at y=-38cm.
z -mean horizontal velocity field. At latitudes y=-38cm and y=-97cm, the view507
of the camera was obstructed and we were unable to collect data. The white508
lines in Fig. 5 show the position these data gaps. From this figure, together509
with figures of the concentration fields (similar to Fig. 4), we can infer the510
main features of the flow: Dense water, which is injected onto the continental511
shelf by the dense source, diffuses into the surrounding water, remaining close512
to the bottom. As the dense water spreads southwards, it is acted on by the513
Coriolis force and veers to the west.514
515
When the dense water reaches the beginning of the slope (y=0), it starts to516
roll down the continental slope as a gravity plume, which pushes the water517
even further to the west (recall we are using f > 0 with the ice shelf on the518
south of the domain). In the absence of lateral boundaries, we would expect519
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that the dense water would be redirected so strongly by the Coriolis force that520
it would eventually move parallel to the continental slope [15]. In our case,521
the dense fluid continues to move westward until it reaches the western wall of522
the domain. The dense water moves as a gravity plume along the western wall523
of the domain. When it reaches the ice front (y=-38cm), some of the dense524
water runs along the ice front and recirculates on the continental shelf. The525
remaining dense water which continues to move along the wall of the domain,526
enters the ice cavity and continues down the slope towards the grounding line.527
528
The fresh water acts in a similar way but with its direction reversed. The fresh529
water is injected fairly vigorously and causes some mixing near the grounding530
line (not seen in Fig. 5). Once it is injected, the fresh water begins to flow531
northward because of its positive buoyancy. As it moves north, it is directed532
eastward by the Coriolis force and eventually reaches the eastern boundary of533
the domain, where it moves up the ice shelf slope as a gravity plume. Once534
the fresh water plume exits the ice shelf cavity, it moves quickly to the surface535
because of its positive buoyancy, and continues to move northward along the536
eastern wall. The dense and fresh plumes along the sides of the domain are537
seen clearly in Fig. 5.538
539
There is relatively little motion inside the ice shelf cavity away from the bound-540
ary currents. A small clockwise gyre can be seen inside the ice shelf cavity. This541
gyre is much smaller than the gyre on the continental shelf, and moves in the542
opposite direction (i.e. against the rotation).543
544
The vertical structure of the gravity plumes along the lateral boundaries is545
shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows the meridional velocity in the x -z plane at546
y=-54cm, which is a latitude inside of the ice shelf cavity. The dense and fresh547
plumes can be seen running into and out of the ice shelf cavity, respectively.548
Away from the boundary currents, the velocity of the fluid inside the ice shelf549
cavity is much smaller. Figure 6 is similar to Fig. 13 in Holland and Jenkins550
(2001) which simulated the flow under a similar idealized ice shelf using an551
isopycnic-coordinate ocean model [22].552
553
The fresh water is injected vigorously by a distributed source and tends to554
mix with the ambient fluid. This results in the fresh plume being more ho-555
mogeneous than the dense plume, and the density of the fresh plume being556
closer to the the density of the ambient water. This could account for the557
steep gradient of the boundary of the fresh plume observed in Fig. 6, since de-558
creasing the density gradient across the plume boundary requires an increased559
slope of the plume boundary in order for the plume to maintain the same560
geostrophic velocity. However the quality of the data in the fresh plume is not561
sufficiently high to have confidence that the asymmetry between the dense and562
fresh plumes, observed in Fig. 6, is a robust feature of the system.563
564
565
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Fig. 6 The time-mean meridional velocity at y=-54cm, which is a latitude inside of the ice
shelf cavity. The dense and fresh plumes can be seen fluxing water into and out of the ice
shelf cavity, respectively.
Outside of the ice shelf cavity, on the continental shelf, the fluid that does not566
enter the ice shelf cavity tends to circulate in a counter-clockwise direction,567
producing a large gyre with positive vorticity. This gyre on the continental568
shelf results in a strong zonal flow along the ice front. This jet can be seen in569
Fig. 7 which shows the time averaged, x -mean of the zonal velocity. The jet570
does not penetrate far into the ice shelf cavity.571
572
Figure 8 shows the interior concentration, Cint, for the Stretch Run (no con-573
centration data was available for the Control Run). Cint is the average con-574
centration of the fluid away from the eastern and western boundaries and is575
defined as576
Cint(y, z) =
1
132
∫ 72
−60
c(x, y, z)dx (6)
where c is the time-mean concentration and x = −60 and x = 72 are points577
which are in the interior and away from the dense and fresh boundary cur-578
rents. Positions where we where unable to collect data are shown using white579
lines. Figure 8 shows a large density jump across the shelf break.580
581
Since the laser used to illuminate the fluid for the LIF measurements was582
placed on the south-west of the domain, the shadow cast by the ice shelf was583
not parallel to the ice shelf front. This implies that the result shown in Fig. 8584
is unlikely to be a result of calibration error, or a shadow cast by the ice shelf,585
but rather reflects a real density gradient across the ice front.586
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Fig. 7 The time-mean, x -mean zonal velocity on the z -y plane for the Control Run. A
strong eastward jet can be seen moving along the ice front and a return westward flow is
seen along the northern wall. There is very little zonal motion inside the ice shelf cavity.
587
588
3.2 Differences in the experimental runs:589
While all the experimental runs had the features described in the section590
above, changing the ice shelf geometry and the flux of the dense and fresh wa-591
ter sources, caused significant differences in the behavior of the flow. Figure 9592
shows the vertically integrated meridional volume flux for the experiments in-593
volving different geometries. This figure highlights the sensitivity of the system594
to changes in buoyancy sources and ice shelf geometry. The main differences595
between the various experimental runs are pointed out in this section.596
597
The results of Thickness Investigation: are shown in the top row of Fig. 9.598
Recall, the same Control Run was used for all three investigations, and is599
shown in the center of Fig. 9. The Little Gap Run, has almost no motion in-600
side the ice shelf cavity, and very little flux into the cavity through the dense601
boundary currents. Most of the motion in this run was confined to the con-602
tinental shelf. In contrast, in the Big Gap Run, we see that there is a larger603
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Fig. 8 The time-mean interior concentration field for The Stretch is shown at different
latitudes. The interior concentration is defined as the average concentration between x = 40
and x = 172. In this figure we can see strong density gradient across the ice front.
flux of dense water into the cavity through the dense plume and more mo-604
tion inside the ice shelf cavity. Furthermore, very little water is recirculated605
on the continental shelf along the ice front, meaning that the jet along the606
ice front is largely reduced, and the gyre offshore of the ice shelf disappears607
completely. The Control Case is an intermediate case which has some flux of608
water into the cavity, but still has a substantial jet running along the ice front.609
610
The results from Gradient Investigation are shown in the second row in Fig. 9.611
The results of this investigation indicates that the gradient of the water column612
thickness in the ice shelf cavity has a strong influence on the circulation. The613
Stretch Run run is particularly noteworthy in that it has a lot of motion inside614
the ice shelf cavity. The gyre on the continental shelf in the Stretch Run is less615
strong. In contrast, the Pinch Run has relatively little movement inside the ice616
shelf cavity, but has a strong gyre on the continental shelf. The Control Run is617
again an intermediate case with some motion away from the boundary currents618
inside the ice shelf cavity and a reasonably strong gyre on the continental shelf.619
620
We propose that the slope of the ice shelf controls the motion in the ice shelf621
cavity via the following mechanism: Fresh water is injected into the system622
vigorously by a distributed source at the grounding line. The injection of the623
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Fig. 9 The time-mean vertically integrated meridional volume flux for all the experimental
runs. The arrows indicate direction and magnitude of the integrated volume horizontal flux.
The figure shows how changing the geometry of the ice shelf and the dense and fresh sources
has an effect significant on the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity. The three experimental
runs in the column on the left of the figure all systematically show a more intense circulation
on the continental shelf, and less intense cavity circulation, compared to the Control Run.
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fresh water results in strong mixing near the fresh water source and causes the624
fluid columns near the fresh water source to largely barotropic. As a columns625
of fresh water drift northwards, the geometry of the ice shelf forces the column626
thickness to change, resulting in the production of vorticity. In the case of the627
Stretch Run, the fluid column thickness is decreased as a water column moves628
northwards, which generates negative vorticity. This acts in the same direc-629
tion as the flow seen in the Control Run and increases the motion inside the630
cavity. In the Pinch Run, the fluid column thickness is increased when moving631
northwards. This generates positive vorticity which opposes the fluid motion632
seen inside the ice cavity in the Control Run, and suppresses motion inside633
the cavity.634
635
The results of Buoyancy Investigation are shown in the bottom row of Fig.636
9. The Fresh Run has a strong gyre on the continental shelf, but very little637
motion inside the ice shelf cavity. The Dense Run has a much smaller gyre on638
the continental shelf and has much more motion inside the ice shelf cavity. As639
expected, the fresh water plume is large in the Fresh Run, and small in the640
Dense Run, while the dense water plume is large in the Dense Run and small641
in the Fresh Run. The control case is an intermediate case with equally sized642
boundary currents, some motion inside the cavity, and a intermediate strength643
gyre on the continental shelf.644
645
3.3 Shape of the dense plume646
In this section we look more carefully at the structure of the dense plume for647
the different experimental runs. In Fig. 10 we plot the time-mean meridional648
velocity for each experimental run at y = −54cm, which is a latitude just649
inside the ice shelf cavity. The results are again positioned with Thickness650
Investigation shown in the top row, Gradient Investigation in the second row,651
and Buoyancy Investigation in the bottom row.652
653
654
In almost all experimental runs the fastest moving and densest part of the655
plume is against the wall near the bottom. The velocity is seen to decay away656
from the wall toward the edge of the plume. The concentration (normalized657
density) contours have been plotted on top of Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the658
time-mean concentration for the same slice of fluid. The concentration fields659
for the Control Run and the Dense Run are not plotted since there were prob-660
lems with the calibrations. Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, one can see that661
the velocity contours lie parallel to the density contours in the densest part662
of the plume. The velocity contours of the plume take on a triangular shape663
near to the wall and then become more vertical as one moves away from the664
boundary. In all experimental runs, the zonal density gradient decreases away665
from the boundary. This results in a decrease in the vertical shear in merid-666
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Fig. 10 The time-mean, meridional velocity (cm s−1) of the dense plume at y=-54cm is
plotted for each experiment. Only the negative velocity has been plotted to allow the plume
to be seen more clearly. Density contour lines have been plotted over the top.
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Fig. 11 The time-mean concentration contours of the dense plume at y=-54cm is plotted
for each experiment.
ional velocity as one moves away from the wall (see Fig. 10)667
668
The structure of the dense plume is somewhat reminiscent of the observations669
of turbidity currents in submarine channels, which have an asymmetry in the670
heights of their levee banks [30] [8], or of the classic ”cylinder collapse exper-671
iment” [38]. The densest water gets stacked against the wall which creates a672
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region of high pressure against the wall. The pressure gradient is balanced by673
the Coriolis force, which generates a southward velocity and the fluid moves674
down into the ice shelf cavity.675
676
The results described in [8] emphasize the importance of Ekman layer dynam-677
ics in determining the transport of the gravity plumes in a turbidity current.678
Their experiments did not have an upper boundary. Never-the-less, their re-679
sults suggest that the plumes found in our experiment and under an ice shelf,680
are likely to be affected by the upper boundary, which creates an upper Ekman681
layer.682
683
In Fig. 12 the time varying volume flux through the dense plume is plot-684
ted. The volume flux is defined as:685
686
Vˆ (y) = −
∫
A
v(x, y, z)dxdz (7)
A is the cross-sectional area of the plume. The cross sectional area of the687
plume is the area between the western wall and the plume edge. We define the688
edge of the dense plume using the following procedure: At each height we find689
the first 3 successive points closest to the western boundary which all have a690
meridional velocity v > 0. We define the first of these three points to be the691
edge of the plume and define our plume to be all points to the west of the692
plume edge. We allow for 3 points to make our calculation less susceptible to693
individual erroneous points.694
695
Figures 10 and 11 show that the structure and size of the dense plume is696
affected by changes in the geometry of the ice shelf cavity and changes in the697
amount of dense and fresh water injected into the system. Figure 12 shows698
that the amount of water fluxed into the cavity through the dense plume is699
also sensitive to changes in these parameters.700
701
The Thickness Investigation is shown in the top row of Figures 10, 11 and702
12. These figures show that when the ice shelf cavity is thick there is a greater703
flux through the dense plume than for thinner ice shelf cavities. Southward704
moving water approaching the ice front is able to enter the ice shelf cavity705
more easily when the cavity thickness at the ice front is wider while for nar-706
rower cavity thicknesses some of this water is blocked by the ice shelf, and is707
forced to remain outside of the ice shelf cavity on the continental shelf. One708
could imagine that in the limiting case of a very wide cavity entrance, the flow709
entering the cavity would be unimpeded at the ice front, while for extremely710
narrow cavity thickness at the ice front, no water would be able to move into711
the cavity, and all water would recirculate on the continental shelf.712
713
The Gradient Investigation, in the second row, shows that the Pinch Run714
has a larger flux through the dense plume than the Stretch Run, while the715
Control Run has an intermediate amount. This is explained by noting that716
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the thickness of ice shelf cavity at the ice front in The Stretch is smaller than717
the thickness of the ice shelf cavity at the ice front in The Pinch with the718
Control Run having an intermediate cavity thickness at the ice front. This719
result is consistent with Thickness Investigation.720
721
The Buoyancy Investigation, in the third row, shows that if more dense water722
is injected into the system, it results in a larger plume flowing into the cavity723
(this can be seen in the velocity data in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12).724
725
3.4 Plume variability726
Most of the above analysis has focused on the time mean fields. However, when727
we look at the time dependent data, we see that the circulation inside the cavity728
and the flow through the plumes are in fact highly variable. In this section we729
focus on the time dependence of the flow in the dense plume. Movies showing730
the time evolution vorticity, kinetic energy and concentration fields throughout731
the cavity can be viewed online at http://efdl.cims.nyu.edu/publications/refereed.html.732
733
Figure 12 shows a time series of the volume flux of the dense plume (defined734
above) at y = −54 (blue) and at y=-110 (green), which are both latitudes735
inside of the ice shelf cavity. A horizontal red line is plotted indicating the flux736
of water at the dense source in the experiment. The flux at the two latitudes737
vary together since the time scale of the oscillations is much longer than the738
time taken for fluid to move down the plume from the northern latitude to the739
southern latitude.740
741
The most striking feature in Fig. 12 is that the various experimental runs742
have different volume fluxes through the dense plume, and that these volume743
fluxes are highly variable. The variabilities in the various experimental runs744
have different amplitudes and different periods depending on the geometry of745
the ice shelves and buoyancy sources used. As discussed in the previous sec-746
tion, the amplitude of volume flux through the plume is proportional to the747
thickness of the opening of the ice shelf cavity at the ice front.748
749
In Thickness Investigation (top row of Fig. 12), we see that the plume is750
more variable for a thick ice shelf cavity than for the thin cavity. For the thick751
ice shelf, the amplitude of the variations is bigger, and the period of the vari-752
ations is longer. The Control Run has an intermediate amount of variability.753
In Gradient Investigation (second row in Fig. 12), we see that period of the754
oscillations in the plume in the Stretch Run is larger than in the Pinch Run,755
with the Control Run having an intermediate period. The amplitude of the756
oscillations also appears to be larger in the Stretch Run. This is especially757
apparent when the time series’ are normalized. In the Buoyancy Investigation758
(bottom row of Fig. 12), we see that amplitude and period of the oscillations is759
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Fig. 12 Time series of the volume flux of the dense plume at y = −54cm (blue) and at
y=-110 (green), which are both latitudes inside of the ice shelf cavity. The horizontal axis
shows time in seconds. A horizontal red line is plotted indicating the dense source flux rate
in the experiment. The dashed vertical lines indicate the times between the time-averages
were taken in the previous sections.
larger and longer for the Dense Run than for the Fresh Run with the Control760
Run being intermediate.761
762
The variability of the plume seems to indicate how much the circulation in-763
side the ice shelf cavity is influenced by the variability outside of the cavity.764
The experimental runs with strong dynamic barrier at the ice front, seem to765
restrict movement inside the ice shelf cavity, and to limit variability inside the766
plume. The runs which have a weaker dynamic barrier at the ice front have767
more motion inside the ice shelf cavity, and have a more variable dense plume.768
769
Looking carefully at the time varying data, we see that the dense water770
does not move smoothly from the source to the plume, but instead arrives in771
pulses. These pulses cause the oscillations in the flow rate seen in Fig. 12. The772
fluid is injected smoothly into the domain by the dense source (i.e. without773
pulses), which implies that some other mechanism is causing the flow to be774
unsteady. The most likely candidates are baroclinic instability of the gyre on775
the continental shelf and that eddies are created at the dense source when the776
dense fluid was released into the domain.777
778
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4 Discussion779
In the previous sections we saw evidence of the dynamic significance of the ice780
front in largely blocking water from entering and exiting the ice shelf cavity,781
and that this blocking effect was significantly altered by changing the ice ge-782
ometry and buoyancy fluxes. We discuss these in turn:783
784
The blocking effect of the ice shelf front has been noted by other authors us-785
ing numerical models [11] [17]. Grosfeld (1997) [17] used a three dimensional786
numerical model and observed that the flow was dominated by the barotropic787
mode, which steers the flow along the ice front rather than into the ice shelf788
cavity. The presence of the ice shelf imposes a change in water column thick-789
ness which presents a barrier for the barotropic flow. The barotropic flow tends790
to move along fH contours which run parallel to the shelf. For this reason, the791
zonal jet outside the ice shelf cavity runs along the ice front but does not enter.792
793
However, while the results presented above do demonstrate the blocking effect794
of the ice shelf, they also demonstrate that this blocking effect is not as severe795
as previously suggested [11] [17]. Figure 7 show that although the jet runs796
along the ice front, it does leak into the ice shelf cavity to some extent. There797
is a significant vertical shear in the velocity of the jet along the ice front. This798
indicates that the jet is not solely dominated by the barotropic mode. The799
leaking of the jet into the cavity may be a result of baroclinic instability. Fur-800
thermore, Fig. 5 shows there is some flux into and out of the ice shelf cavity801
away from the boundary currents, despite the dynamic barrier imposed by the802
ice shelf.803
804
Furthermore, water is able to flux into and out of the cavity relatively freely805
through the dense and fresh plumes. This is because in the dense and fresh806
plumes, the stratification decouples the water column and the plumes are able807
to enter/exit the ice shelf cavity more easily [22].808
809
The results from Thickness Investigation, Gradient Investigation and Buoy-810
ancy Investigation indicate that the blocking effect of the ice shelf front, the811
amount of movement inside the ice shelf cavity, and the flux of water through812
the density plumes, are strongly affected by the geometry of the ice shelf cav-813
ity, and the amount of dense and fresh water injected into the system. Figure814
13 is a schematic which summarizes the findings discussed above. In Fig. 13,815
the dense plume, the circulation on the continental shelf and the circulation816
inside the ice shelf cavity are represented using arrows. The size of the arrows817
is an indication of the strength of the plumes and circulations observed in the818
experiment (not to scale). We use Figure 13 to summarize our results in terms819
of the non-dimensional parameters described in section 2.2.2.820
821
The results in Thickness Investigation show that making the ice shelf cav-822
ity narrower (decreasing Gt), decreases the size of the dense plume, decreases823
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Fig. 13 A schematic summarizing the results from the three investigations. The size of the
dense plume, the strength of the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity, and the strength of
the circulation outside the ice shelf cavity are shown by the size of the arrows in each of the
experimental runs (not to scale).
the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity, and increases the size of the gyre on824
the continental shelf outside of the ice shelf cavity. For larger values of Gt, the825
flux through the dense plume is increased, there is increased circulation inside826
the ice shelf cavity and there is a weaker gyre on the continental shelf. We827
conclude that the dynamic barrier at the ice front is strongest for small values828
of Gt. Small values of Gt decrease the connection between the water outside829
and inside the ice shelf cavity.830
831
The Gradient Investigation shows the effect of changing the slope of the ice832
shelf. In this investigation we see the competing effects of local and global833
geometry conditions. Changes in Gt affect the ice front locally, while changes834
in Gs change the geometry on a larger scale. These competing effects allow835
the Stretch Run to have a small dense plume and yet also to have a lot of836
activity inside the ice shelf cavity and less activity outside the ice shelf cavity.837
The Pinch Run has a strong plume, and almost no motion inside the ice shelf838
cavity away from the boundary currents.839
840
The strength of the flux through the dense plume is controlled locally by the841
parameter Gt. Decreased values of Gt result in a decreased flux through the842
dense plume. The Stretch Run, for example, has a narrower cavity thickness at843
the ice front, which means that a larger portion of the water approaching the844
ice front will be unable to enter the ice shelf cavity, and will have to remain845
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on the continental shelf. The Pinch Run has a wider cavity thickness at the846
ice front, which means that less of the water approaching the ice shelf cavity847
will be blocked from entering. The trajectory of the water approaching the ice848
shelf cavity is strongly influenced by the the cavity thickness at the ice front,849
and hence by the value of Gt. This result is the same as the result observed in850
the Thickness Investigation.851
852
However, the results of the Gradient Investigation also indicate that the strength853
of the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity increases with decreasing values of854
Gs, despite the fact that the the values of Gt are decreasing too. This is the855
opposite of the result observed in the Thickness Investigation, where decreas-856
ing values of Gt resulted in decreasing circulation inside the ice shelf cavity.857
This shows that the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity is controlled more858
strongly by the gradient of the ice cavity thickness on the large scale, than the859
local thickness of the cavity at the ice front.860
861
The movement inside the ice shelf cavity and the flux through the dense plume862
are both indications of the strength of the ice shelf as a dynamic barrier. The863
Gradient Investigation shows that the amount of motion inside the ice shelf864
cavity away from the plume, the strength of the circulation outside the ice865
shelf cavity and the blocking effect of the ice front away from the boundary866
currents, are controlled somewhat separately from the mechanism controlling867
the of the flux of water into the cavity through the dense plume.868
869
The results from Buoyancy Investigation are much like the results in Thick-870
ness Investigation. For larger values of Gb, the dense plume is large, there is871
a lot of motion inside the ice shelf cavity, and there is not a lot of circulation872
on the continental shelf. For smaller values of Gb, the dense plume is small873
and there is much less communication between the water inside and outside874
the cavity. The Fresh Run has a strong circulation on the continental shelf,875
while there is very little motion inside the ice shelf cavity. We conclude that876
increasing the flux of dense water at the dense source (increasing Gb) has the877
effect of decreasing the dynamical barrier at the ice front which results in a878
stronger connection between the motion inside the ice shelf cavity and the mo-879
tion on the continental shelf. Decreasing Gb results in a strengthening of the880
dynamical barrier at the ice front, and decreases the connection between the881
circulation inside of the ice shelf cavity and the circulation on the continental882
shelf.883
884
885
5 Conclusion886
A laboratory experiment has been set up to simulate the density-driven cur-887
rents under ice shelves. The density current were forced by the input of dense888
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water on the continental shelf and fresh water at the grounding line. The cen-889
tral question asked was how water of different densities is able to enter and890
exit the ice shelf cavity and whether its ability to enter the ice shelf cavity is891
affected by the geometry of the ice shelf, and the strength of the dense and892
fresh water sources. This question has important scientific significance since893
the flux of dense water into the ice shelf cavity ultimately impacts the melt894
rates of the ice shelves.895
896
From the results presented above, we draw three conclusions. Firstly, the re-897
sults show that the movement in and out of the ice shelf cavity is largely898
restricted away from the boundary currents. In this sense the ice shelf front899
acts as a dynamical barrier restricting the connection between the water inside900
the ice shelf cavity and the water outside the ice shelf cavity. The dynamic901
barrier imposed by the ice front was observed to be present for various ice shelf902
geometries. However, the dynamical barrier was not as strong as previously903
argued [11] [17], and some water was able to pass through the ice front away904
from the boundary currents.905
906
Our second finding was that fluid was able to enter and exit the ice shelf cavity907
very easily through the dense and fresh plumes running along the boundaries of908
the domain. These boundary currents take on a triangular shape with density909
contours lying parallel to velocity contours. The boundary currents transport910
water in and out of the ice shelf cavity very efficiently. This suggests that911
real world ice shelf cavity boundary currents are very efficient at transporting912
warm, salty water into the ice shelf cavity, and that warm, salty water arriv-913
ing on the continental shelf will likely be fluxed into the cavity despite the914
dynamic barrier imposed at the ice shelf front.915
916
The third finding is that changes to the ice shelf geometry and changes to917
the source strength of the dense and fresh water sources, was shown to have a918
significant effect on the time mean circulation under the ice shelf. The thick-919
ness of the ice shelf cavity at the ice front was shown to be an important920
parameter in setting the volume flux through the dense plume. The thickness921
of the ice shelf cavity, and the slope of the ice shelf were shown to have a922
strong influence on the strength of the circulation inside the ice shelf cavity.923
Ice shelves whose thickness decreases as one moves from the grounding line924
towards the ice front, were shown to have more motion inside the ice shelf925
cavity. Furthermore, it was shown that increasing the strength of the dense926
source resulted in an increase in the amount of motion inside the ice shelf927
cavity, and a weakening of the dynamical barrier imposed by the ice front.928
929
The experiments described here are a first attempt at using laboratory ex-930
periments to mimic ice shelf circulation. We were able to simulate the circu-931
lation under the ice shelf and generate a flow with the same broad features932
as the circulation surmised under real-world ice shelves using limited data.933
The experimental results presented above show that the circulation inside the934
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ice shelf cavity, and the effectiveness of the ice front as a dynamical barrier,935
are both sensitive to the changes in the buoyancy sources and the ice shelf936
geometry.937
938
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